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INTRODUCTION

If you are going to make partner (or even director in some 
firms) you will need a persuasive business case. After all not 
many partnerships are prepared to give up a slice of their 
profits to someone who is just a ‘good pair of hands’. 

Your business case is where you demonstrate the commercial 
promise of making you up to partnership. It is where you show your 
partners how you are going to increase the profits of the firm.
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MODULE 1: What makes a good 
Business Base for partnership

1. Watch Video 1: What makes a good Business Case For Partnership

Before you go any further, jot down any thoughts you have had, or reactions or lines of enquiry the 
video has set off for you.

2. What is my Business Case going to be based upon, and how can I 
strengthen it?
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MODULE 2: Do your research

1. Watch video 2: Do your research

Before you go any further, jot down any thoughts you have had, or reactions or lines of enquiry the 
video has set off for you.

2.  When you are being admitted to the partnership your partners are, 
in effect, buying your expertise and planned Business Case. In return, 
they will share the profits of the firm with you. Therefore, in order to 
make sure your Business Case is as strong as it can be, you need to fully 
understand what your partners really care about. 

To find the answers to this question will involve you speaking to partners around the firm to identify:

• The strategy for their part of the practice. Remember this could be completely different from the 
widely communicated firm strategy.

• What are the partners’ most pressing concerns? Cashflow, profit margin, lockup, pipeline of new 
clients, lack of talent, defending and growing large accounts, etc? 
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Then answer these questions:

In no more than 4 sentences summarise the overall firm strategy?

Summarise your part of the firm’s strategy?

What are the top three most pressing concerns of your firm’s partnership?
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Now think about how your Business Case addresses these concerns:

3.  Complete different SWOT analysis on you, your team, your service line 
and your firm.

Your SWOT on you:

Strengths Weaknesses

Threats Opportunities
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Your SWOT on your team:

Strengths Weaknesses

Threats Opportunities

Your SWOT on your service line:

Strengths Weaknesses

Threats Opportunities
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Your SWOT on your firm:

Strengths Weaknesses

Threats Opportunities

What are the key points or themes which come out of the SWOT analyses you have completed?
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4.  Complete a STEEPLED analysis to explore the Opportunities and Threats 
which have come out of your SWOT analyses.

Social Technology

Economic Environmental

Political Legal and regulatory

Ethics Demographics

What are the key points or themes which come out of the STEEPED and SWOT analyses you have 
completed? How will these impact or change your thinking on your Business Case?
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5. How will your practice be successful?

When you are being admitted to the partnership your partners are, in effect, buying your expertise and 
planned Business Case. In return, they will share the profits of the firm with you. Therefore, in order to 
make sure your Business Case is as strong as it can be, you need to show them how you plan to grow 
your practice, without cannibalising the firm’s existing business.

To help you think about how your practice will be successful, answer these questions:

What personal passions are you satisfying by building your practice?

What beliefs do you have about your practice that will impact it? How can you mitigate the impact of any 
beliefs which will negatively impact your practice?
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What values of yours will help grow the practice?

Describe your ideal client. Who else in the firm works with this type of client? 

What markets or geographies will you focus on and why?
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How will your practice benefit other parts of the firm? E.g. upsell or cross-referrals

What services will you offer? Why will your ideal client want to buy these services?

Why will your ideal clients buy from you rather than your competitors?
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MODULE 3: Creating your  
3-Year Strategy

1. Watch video 3: Creating your 3-Year Strategy

Before you go any further, jot down any thoughts you have had, or reactions or lines of enquiry the 
video has set off for you.
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3.  Using what you have created using the STAGe model, write down your 
1-sentence and 3-sentence sell.
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4.  Now have a go at constructing your Talksheet.  
(See the template in the product pack to create your own Talksheet)

 a. What graphs or evidence best gets over the story of your Business Case?

 b. What achievements should be highlighted as part of your Business Case?
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MODULE 4: Create your 1-year plan

1. Watch video 4: Create your 1-year plan

Before you go any further, jot down any thoughts you have had, or reactions or lines of enquiry the 
video has set off for you.

2. If key accounts are part of your business case, write down your key 
account plans for the next 12 months to hit your revenue targets.
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3.  What needs to be in your prospects list or activity plans to win the new 
clients indicated in your 3-Year Strategy?
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4.  Complete a relationship plan for all your important referrers. This 
is essential if you are a distressed purchase or predominantly 
transactional, e.g. litigation, insolvency, corporate finance
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5.  If you are reliant on referral networks, e.g. your firm’s international 
network, your firm’s sector team, key introducers, articulate what you 
are going to do to grow your profile and visibility in these networks
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6. Create your tactical marketing plan by writing down:

 a. Which channels to market you are concentrating on to generate business?

 b. Exactly what activity you are going to do to generate business via that channel?
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MODULE 5: Writing out your  
Business Case

1. Watch video 5: Writing out your Business Case

Before you go any further, jot down any thoughts you have had, or reactions or lines of enquiry the 
video has set off for you.
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2.  Take your Talksheet and STAGe model to create a 1-2 page Executive 
Summary for your Business Case. Include key visuals and graphs in your 
Executive Summary to illustrate your Business Case.

To create your Executive Summary:

• Start with your 1-sentence sell, i.e. the one sentence, which summarises why you should be made up 
to partner.

• Then take your 3-sentence sell, i.e. the three sentences which quantify, evidence or verify your ability 
to deliver on your 1-sentence sell, and expand these into 3 brief paragraphs.

Do:

• Keep this section short

• Include visuals, e.g. charts, diagrams or tables of data which easily demonstrate the commercial 
opportunity to the partners of making you a partner

• Make every word fight for its place

• Remember that most partners will not read much more than the Executive Summary section

• Address the “why should you make me a partner?” and “why should I be made up to partner now?” 
questions

Don’t:

• Waffle

• Include more than one page of text

• Include department specific jargon or acronyms 

• Go into the minutiae of detail (that’s for later)
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3. Use the structure below to write out your full Business Case:

3-Year Vision

3-year goals
By DD/MM/YY these goals will be achieved:

• Objective 1

• Objective 2

• Objective 3

• ….

Financials and key metrics

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Revenue

Profit/Contribution

Other…

Practice Growth
Give an overview of how you plan to grow your practice. Will this by growing more of your current client 
portfolio? Expanding your referral network? Generating more business from other parts of the practice? 
Winning more new clients or accounts?

Markets, geographies, prospect list

Detail the markets and geographies you plan to target and why you have chosen these, i.e. what is the 
opportunity available to the firm for targeting these markets and geographies. Include if relevant your 
prospect list and how you plan to target them and acquire them as a client.

Services

What services you will provide within your practice? How will your practice help upsell or cross-refer 
more business into the firm?

Differentiators

How will you compete and differentiate yourself from your competitors? How will you avoid 
cannibalising existing firm revenue streams?
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Resources
Detail the resources you will need year on year to deliver on your 3-year goals for your practice. This will 
include the team headcount and a breakdown of the budget for your practice, year on year.

Known risks
What are the potential or known risks, which may stop you from achieving your 3-year goals?

Critical Success Factors
This is where you identify any known essential elements needed to achieve your 3-year goals, e.g.

• Any development or support you need to achieve the plan

• Any issues preventing or hindering the delivery of your Business Case, e.g. lack of staff, 
marketing budget, skill gaps

12-month marketing plan
This is your 12-month marketing plan to help you grow your practice to help you achieve your year 1 
goals and projected Business Case. It is likely to contain:

Key Account Plans
By client, what will you do to grow your top 5-10 clients materially in the next 12 months?

Prospect list
Who are your main prospects and what activity will you do to acquire these as clients?

Relationship plans
What is your activity plan to grow and nurture your network of key contacts? These could be key 
relationships at your clients, introducers or influencers within your industry.

Tactical marketing plan
Where will your leads come from each month and what activity will you do to gain these leads? This is 
likely to include details of:

• Your networking activity and on-going routine

• Your content plan, e.g. blogging

• An specific campaigns or initiatives
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4.  Read through your Business Case to make sure you are using powerful 
opening action verbs to describe your achievements. 

For example, starting each bullet with:

Instigated Established Enhanced Increased

Transformed Rejuvenated Developed Motivated

Achieved Delivered Initiated Grew

Overhauled Introduced Inspired Awarded

For example:

Transformed the ailing Boots account through overhauling the Key Account Plan and reforming the multi-
disciplinary Boots account team. As a result billing increased by 300% to £90k per year, profitability on the 
account increased by 30%, and due to our relationships with in-house counsel at Boots, we were successfully 
introduced to Tesco. The Tesco account is likely to yield annual revenues of £100k.

5.  Read through the list of words and phrases to avoid in your Business 
Case and re-write any sentences containing the words and phrases to 
avoid.

“I am a great lawyer” or similar type words. At this stage in the game your technical competence is a given. 
Unless your firm specifically asked you to talk about your technical competence in your Business Case 
submission, avoid.

“The next big thing” is a cliché. If you are truly going to be the “next big thing” then use your numbers and 
results to do the talking for you. 

“The practice will become the firm’s biggest asset”. Really? Talk is cheap,  implementation is much harder. This 
phrase is boasting, normally without much substance. 

“Gamechanger”. Your practice isn’t a game. This is marketing speak and has no place in a Business Case. If 
your Business Case is a real “Gamechanger” then let the numbers do the talking for you.

“Paradigm shift”. This is marketing speak and has no place in a Business Case.

“Take my practice to the next level”. What is this next level? Don’t make your partners guess what your next 
level is. Spell out exactly where you will take your practice. 

“Unique”. There is really nothing unique in the professions. Your differentiator normally is the relationships you 
have built throughout your network. 

“Viral marketing”. Never heard of any lawyer, accountant, consultant successfully harnessing viral marketing. 

“Opportunity”. Everything can be an opportunity. If you truly do have an opportunity for your firm, then 
explain exactly why this is an opportunity and how you plan to monetise it. 

“Best”, “Great” and “Top”. Self-proclaimed titles never go down well in a Business Case. If you truly believe you 
have the credibility for these titles or claims then back-up these statements in your Business Case.
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6.  Use the Business Case Checklist to see whether you have included 
everything in your Business case:

Executive Summary
 Do you have an Executive Summary?

 Is the Executive Summary less than 2 pages? (Ideally less than one page)

  Have you got 3 or less main points in your Executive Summary which summarise why you 
should be made partner?

  Have you included any visuals or tables of data which clearly demonstrate the 
commercial imperative for making your up to partner?

  Have you removed department specific jargon or acronyms?

  Could a 12-year old understand your Executive Summary?

  Does your Executive Summary address the questions, “why should you make me a 
partner?” and “why should I be made up to partner now?”

  Is it waffle free?

  Have you verified or quantified any claims you make, e.g. “highly profitable”

3-year goals
  Can these be measured?

  Are they time bound?

  Do you find them personally motivating?

  Are they stretching but realistic?

Financials and key metrics
  Have you provided all the data that your firm will expect to see?

  Is the data provided accurate?

Practice Growth
  If your partners read this section would they easily be able to see how you exactly plan to 

grow your practice? 
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  Would a 12-year old be able to easily see how you plan to grow your practice?

  Do you paint a picture of your practice of the future?

  Are your targets for your practice growth realistic and backed up with reasoned 
argument or evidence of the potential for growth, e.g. current revenue figures from key/
regular clients and referrers?

Resources
  Can your partners clearly see the resources you require to deliver your Business Case? 

E.g. extra headcount, marketing budget?

Risks
  Are you being honest with the real risks? Remember that any commercially savvy partner 

will be able to identify any real risks, which if you have not included these will undermine 
the integrity of your Business Case.

Critical Success Factors
  Have you included some Critical Success Factors?

  Are you being honest with what the real Critical Success Factors for your Business Case 
actually are?

12-month marketing plan
  Is your marketing plan realistic? Will you have time to implement it?

  Have you included, where necessary:

    Key Account Plans

    Relationship plans 

    Networking strategy

    Content plan

    Campaign plans

  Tactical marketing plan, i.e. what activity, will you do to drive the leads you want via the 
marketing channel you want?            
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